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Abstract

The European Commission has launched the Regulation Proposal on a Common European Sales Law as an optional instrument for European firms and consumers. Several critical opinions have been raised against the optional nature, characterizing it as an instrument for social dumping (i.e. lowering consumer protection standards, given that no set of rules with higher levels of protection would ever be chosen by firms), as depriving consumers of any meaningful choice, and emphasizing its futility. In this paper we present a simple model showing how these critiques present theoretical flaws, even if one does not rely on the efficiency gains that increasing cross border trade may bring in terms of having more efficient firms serving consumers in other national markets. The role of verification or compliance costs, and of the impact of legal diversity on firms' operating costs is crucial for understanding the effects of an optional instrument, and may make high levels of consumer protection, and consumer choice implementable. We also characterize how different levels of the standard may lead to complete replacement of national standards and to the joint use of European and national standards.
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1 Introduction

With the publication by the Commission on 11 October 2011 of the Proposal for a Regulation on a Common European Sales Law (CESL),\(^1\) a final text is on the table that may become a codified body of EU Contract Law, even if not comprehensive enough to cover the entire domain of what may be understood as Contract Law.

The current Regulation Proposal appears as a step forward following the public consultation launched by the European Commission concerning the possible alternatives to which the result of the entire process of building a European Contract Law may be put to use. The Green Paper from the European Commission on policy options for progress towards a European Contract Law for consumers and businesses, of 1 July 2010\(^2\) spelled out the following routes:\(^3\) (1) The publication on the web of non-binding model contract rules which could be used in the Single Market; (2) a toolbox for current and future EU lawmakers; (3) a Contract Law Commission Recommendation that would call on EU Member States to include the European contract law instrument into their national legal systems; (4) an optional European Contract Law instrument, which could be chosen freely by consumers and businesses in their contractual relations as an alternative to the existing national contract laws for cross-border contracts, or also for domestic contracts; (5) Harmonization of national contract laws by means of an EU Directive; (6) Full harmonization of national contract laws by means of an EU Regulation; (7) the creation of a full-fledged European Civil Code, replacing all national rules on contracts. It was obvious from the outset that some of these options (a European Civil Code, full harmonization of national contract laws) were entirely unrealistic, even if they could be, which is not at all certain, true aspirations of the Commission, whereas others (model rules, tool-box for future lawmakers) would involve substantial political embarrassment and defeat for the Commission services behind the long process of European Contract Law.

After the October 2011 Proposal, it is now clear that the European Commission has expressed

---

\(^1\)COM (2011) 635 final.
\(^3\)Actually, there is an additional, option concerning the possible output of the Expert Group working over the text of the DCFR, that has been left unexpressed, and namely simply to shelve it. This seems an unlikely outcome given the clear message of wasted effort (both in political and monetary terms) that such an entirely failed result would imply.
a preference for an optional instrument, under the umbrella of a Regulation that introduces an Optional CESL (art. 3 of the Regulation Proposal).

The Optional CESL has not been delivered alone, since the harmonization effort in the field of European Contract Law has also been reinforced by the recent adoption of the Directive on Consumer Rights.\(^4\) As is well known, the Directive Proposal stirred, due to its adoption of a full harmonization\(^5\) approach, significant debate in policy and academic circles. In the latter, essentially, the response was strongly critical towards full harmonization route, as it would imply that pre-existing national standards – including also those more protective of consumers – would be entirely abrogated by the new European Directive, and the introduction or adoption in the future of national rules departing either way – increasing or decreasing the level of consumer protection – from the harmonized ones would also be entirely ruled out.\(^6\) The much more modest -compared to the proposal- scope of the Consumer Rights Directive has somewhat appeased the level of negative reactions to the latter. However, the flavor of the arguments raised against full harmonization finds an important echo in the critical stances towards the optional CESL, despite the important conceptual differences between a European rule imposing maximum or full harmonization, and an optional instrument, however wide its scope.

We have previously analyzed how efficiency-minded lawmakers should set legal and regulatory standards in settings of pre-existing divergent legal systems and where building markets across national borders can be expected to produce social welfare gains.\(^7\) We have explicitly compared


theoretically several harmonization strategies that a lawmaker may pursue to reduce barriers to cross-border trade: minimum harmonization, the traditional alternative favored by the EU lawmaker, with and without other policy measures, such as country of origin principles, to enhance opening up national markets to entry by foreign firms; maximum or full harmonization, as envisaged, e. g., by the Consumer Rights Directive Proposal; coexistence of standards, that is, the introduction of a harmonized set of rules that do not replace any of the pre-existing ones, but allow firms to trade under the former regardless of the level of standards prevailing in each of the national markets in which the firms decide to operate. Under certain conditions -non rigidities in firms’ cost functions with respect to the use of more than one legal standard- the use of a coexistence of standards approach, which is equivalent to an optimal instrument that does not replace the national rules, clearly dominates any other policy alternative, including that of not harmonizing legal rules at all, in the presence of obstacles to trans-national trade.8

In the present paper, building upon the framework and the results of our previous papers, we try to expand our analysis by considering more in detail the conditions of use of an optional (to other, pre-existing ones) set of laws and regulations by its intended addressees, the firms and consumers interacting in the affected markets. We believe that the optional CESL provides an excellent example of such a legal instrument, and thus we believe our analysis may shed light on the factors that may induce firms and consumers to opt into the CESL.9 Of course, we do not intend to exhaustively explore all the implications from the choice into the CESL, neither from a legal (e. g. relationship to Rome I Regulation, information to provide for informed choice) nor from an economic perspective (full characterization of equilibria under an optional instrument; generalization to different market structures and informational settings). More specifically, our aim is to provide an initial theoretical assessment of the views aired by many academic commen-


tators in the European legal community that present a very dismal prospect of the consequences of having optional rules in Contract Law,\textsuperscript{10} in B2C, but also in B2B. We will focus our analysis on B2C relations, albeit the core of our findings and implications may also apply to contracts between firms.\textsuperscript{11}

The paper will be organized as follows: in Section II we summarize some of the critiques raised against the optional nature of the CESL or Contract Law more generally. In section III we present our main model of choice under an optional instrument. In section IV we present a discussion of some legal policy implications. Section V concludes.

2 THE CLAIMS CONCERNING THE CONSEQUENCES OF AN OPTIONAL CESL

Several claims are popular in the European legal literature regarding the optional nature of the CESL (or European Contract Law more generally) and the undesirable effects, at different levels, and in different degrees of severity, that will result from such a mechanism of implementing and applying the harmonizing rules. Although there are clear underlying common threads and connections—both positive and negative—between some of the claims regarding the effects of the optional character of the proposed European rules, we will present them separately, so to better assess the merits in each of them. One may organize the critical positions around three basic thesis: the social dumping idea, the deprivation of consumer’s choice idea, and the thesis of the futility of the harmonization effort with optional rules.

May be the strongest and in consequential terms the more negative assessment of the CESL


\textsuperscript{11}The Regulation Proposal (art. 7) provides a relatively complex set of requirements in order for the CESL to be eligible for a B2B transaction, essentially requiring that one of the parties is a small or medium-sized enterprise (SME), which will reinforce, at least in the eyes of many, the similarity of this setting to the one of a consumer contract. It is true, however, that the Regulation Proposal (art. 13 (b)) allows Member States to eliminate the personal condition of SME as pre-requisite for the choice into the CESL.
is the one that considers it a mere instrument of social dumping, that is, that the European set of rules would be a body of Law to be used -and imposed upon consumers- by firms in cross-border trade -or, if it is allowed, also in domestic transactions-\(^{12}\) in order to escape higher levels of mandatory consumer protection that would otherwise be legally required of the relevant set of firms. In other words, a firm will only opt into the CESL if it erodes the level of consumer protection offered by the pre-existing national legal orders.\(^{13}\) As one commentator argues: \(^{14}\) "...in order to be chosen the optional instrument must include less protection than the protection provided in the national legal systems."

Therefore, the CESL will be either entirely ineffective, or else it would constitute an undesirable instrument to reduce current levels of contractual protections for consumers, levels that are assumed to be—whether correctly or incorrectly is a different matter—socially more desirable than any lower ones.

As another commentator claims: \(^{15}\) "The temptation might arise to think of an alternative scenario in which the standard of consumer and customer protection in the optional code would be higher than that of existing directives. But the nature of the optional code itself excludes such a scenario. As it will be the stronger parties who decide on the application or non-application of the optional code, they will never choose an optional code that protects their interests less than the otherwise applicable law."

The second line of critical stances fundamentally challenges the idea that the optional CESL may imply any meaningful choice or option to one side of the transaction, namely the consumer. There would not be even a trace of real "option" for consumers, since it is the strong party, the firm, the one who would unilaterally, and based upon its own and one-sided calculation of costs

---

\(^{12}\) Art. 4. of the Regulation Proposal initially limits the CESL to cross-border transactions as defined in the same provision. However, art.13 (a) allows Member States to extend the scope in order to cover domestic transactions as well.


and benefits, who would decide, and impose on the other party, whether to choose, or to waive, the optional instrument’s application. The consumer would be left, at best, and depending on the nature of the goods and services, and on the market structure, with the option to contract under the optional instrument or under the other set of legal rules determined by the firm, or not to contract at all.\(^\text{16}\) The criticism, in some cases, does not simply point at the lack of a true choice offered by a given firm to its customers between the CESL and other set of rules, most notably, the local Law of the consumer’s residence\(^\text{17}\), so that the “optional” nature of the instrument is just one-sided and cannot be enjoyed as an actual choice by consumers. The argument goes beyond this, emphasizing what is claimed as an additional effect of net deprivation to consumers: Given that consumers are not aware of the full range of alternatives and the consequences of contracting under one or the other set of rules, they may even be deprived of the chances to look for another supplier of the same good or service in her home country, that is they will be lured away, without having a real choice, to contract under the CESL by a foreign firm on a take-it-or-leave basis.\(^\text{18}\)

A third kind of criticism hinges upon the futility of an optional instrument in Contract Law.\(^\text{19}\) The point, in turn, is based upon two distinct claims. The first regards the fact that legal disparities and divergences are not a important factor behind consumers’ decisions to enter into contracts with a foreign firm: search and negotiating costs are essentially invariant with respect to legal factors. Thus, any harmonization effort pursued through an optional CESL is a solution for "an irrelevant or non-existent problem".\(^\text{20}\) Second, even in the improbable case such a problem exists, the instrument deployed to try to mend it is completely moot, since inertia, statu-quo


\(^{17}\)Art. 6 of Rome I Regulation, for most consumer transactions with a foreign firm (not when physically shopping abroad, or actively seeking transactions in a foreign country) does not allow choice of law clauses to deprive consumers from the level of protection provided by the mandatory rules of the legal system of the country in which the consumer is domiciled.


biases and endowment effects would make a new optional set of legal rules powerless in order to mobilize firms and consumers to switch from the sets of legal rules they are currently using to govern their economic transactions. Thus, the entire idea of an optional instrument is doomed to fail.

The two first arguments against an optional CESL essentially rest upon theoretical claims. The first one, on the claim that there cannot be an optional instrument that at the same time is attractive for firms to opt-into and offers a higher degree of consumer quality or consumer protection than existing laws of European countries. The second one relies on the theoretical point that firms will never -voluntarily, that is, unless the Law forces them to do so- operate under more than one set of rules offering consumers the choice of transacting under one or the other.

The simple model of firm's interaction with consumers under various sets of legal rules that we present in the next section actually refutes both theoretical grounds by showing that there are conditions under which an implementable European set of rules is higher than current levels of protection in national legal systems, and that firms may offer a choice of the applicable set of rules to consumers. Our model serves precisely to characterize implementable levels of “consumer quality or protection” in a European set of rules, and that can coexist, and be offered alongside, national laws. Notice that our argument here is additional to the one we had already presented in our earlier papers. In those, we had emphasized the social welfare gains arising from allowing entry of more efficient firms -that is, firms that can provide the goods and services at a lower cost than the incumbent firms at the national level- and thus satisfy the possibly divergent societal preferences for consumer protection and quality at a lower cost, thus making the introduction of higher standards an optimal choice for lawmakers. To summarize our earlier main theoretical points:

Imagine that we had two countries, A and B, with diverse firms’ costs of satisfying consumer quality and protection, and also diverse consumers’ preferences in the field, so that the country with the more efficient firms (assume it is country B) has consumers with weaker preferences for a higher legal standard than those of country A. Then, if A had standard a and B had standard b, the optimal joint or harmonized standard (eu) can be intermediate, but it can also be higher than a, if the population of country A is sufficiently large compared with the population of country B. That is, in this third scenario in which the preferences of consumers (or contracting parties more
generally) and the costs for firms of satisfying legal standards are positively correlated, or they are independent, the harmonized standard $\text{eu}$, may be:

$$\text{eu} > a > b$$

That is, it can be higher than the highest of the pre-existing standards. In more concrete terms, if one of the countries is relatively small, but has the more efficient firms, and the larger country has the consumers who care more about their legal rights, it is possible to expect an efficient harmonized standard that is larger than any of the pre-existing national ones. And this will still be true if the harmonized legal standard does not replace the existing ones, but coexists with the separate national rules and is merely optional. In fact, the optional nature of the rules, coupled with the ability of firms to operate under more than one set of legal rules allows, given the efficiency gains arising from having the most suitable firm serving the preferences for quality of the different national consumers produces that, the most efficient firms will serve consumers’ preferences for quality in the best feasible way.\textsuperscript{21}

In the present paper we do not rely on those efficiency gains as the main source producing the result of higher harmonized standards being optimal to serve diverse national markets, but on firms’ savings in two sets of costs: verification or compliance costs, and costs arising from operating under several sets of legal rules, or costs of operating under legal diversity, as we may call them. These two sets of costs will be described more in detail in the following section.

As to the third line of criticism of an optional instrument, the futility thesis, it largely rests upon empirical and not theoretical grounds. The importance of legal differences for cross-border trade, and the magnitude of the real world effect of behavioral biases such as the status-quo bias or the endowment effect cannot be confirmed or refuted by theoretical analysis alone. Acknowledging this, however, some implications of our theoretical exercise may also contribute to undermine the ultimate relevance of these empirical claims.

We set up a simple two-country\textsuperscript{22} model to study the implications of an optional set of rules governing the quality or level of protection that the consumer of a good receives from the transaction. The countries are called $A$ and $B$. Notice that $A$ may represent any given EU country, while $B$ represents the rest of the EU Member States. There are two firms that can produce the good, firm $i$, and firm $j$, one in each country.

The legal system in each country establishes a minimum level of quality or protection regarding consumer interests and rights that may be affected by the transaction to obtain the good, $q_i \geq \overline{q}_i$.

Consumers are homogenous and do not observe $q_i$ but only $\overline{q}_i$. Given such an information structure, consumers correctly anticipate that the provided quality will coincide with the legally established level, $\overline{q}_i$.

There are three applicable sets of legal rules to determine $\overline{q}$, those of country $A$, those of country $B$, and finally the EU rules.

Firms $i, j$ face costs of different sorts:

(i) cost of producing the good with a given level of quality—broadly understood, including the whole set of consumer rights and protection features. Firms differ in their efficiency in providing quality, as captured by an efficiency parameter $\beta_i$, so that their costs in producing the good with a given level of quality is $\beta_i q_i$.\textsuperscript{23}

(ii) cost of verifying and certifying to the relevant authority (agency or court) the required compliance with the established level of quality. These verification costs would comprise both ex-ante—to any transaction or to any legal dispute—costs, including learning, internal compliance and control, legal counsel and so on, and ex-post costs, such as the costs of litigation or showing in a single case that the quality required by the applicable legal rules has been achieved.

These costs, $k$, will depend on the set of applicable legal rules (that is, whether the transaction is governed by the legal rules of $A$, of $B$, or of the EU), and also eventually on the authority before which verification has to take place, that is, whether it is the authorities of the local or the foreign

\textsuperscript{22}To generalize a two-country model to an $n$-country model would be mathematically tedious, but would not add much to the main insights that can be gained by using the much simpler setting we have chosen.

\textsuperscript{23}We assume linear cost functions for simplicity. A previous version of the model delivers the same results assuming convex costs, $\frac{\beta_i q_i}{\pi}$.
market for the firm, or the EU authorities.

(iii) costs of operating under more than one set of legal rules that establish quality, which we may label operating legal diversity costs.

The underlying idea is that producing, marketing and selling goods under more than one set of legal rules may impose costs on the firms, in addition to those of producing the targeted level of quality and verifying to the authorities compliance with the established level. In other words, operating subject to more than one legal standard may increase the costs of doing business for any given level of quality provided to consumers. The most obvious reason behind these increased operating costs are rigidities in production technologies, that make them non-adaptable to different legal standards, or at least adaptable only with relevant costs, and economies of scale in producing, marketing and selling under one governing legal standard.

These costs will not be uniform across all dimensions affected by the legal rule. In fact, one would expect that the costs will vary significantly depending on the features or elements of the firm’s operations that are influenced by the reach of the legal standard. For instance, if the legal rule directly or indirectly (through a long minimum mandatory warranty period) determines product durability, the extra cost of observing a second set of rules on durability is presumably very high, since it requires adapting production of the good to two different minimum durability levels. On the other side, for some other dimensions the cost will be modest, or even negligible, because diversity in applicable rules would hardly touch the firm’s operations. Think for instance, of the interest rate that the firm would be allowed to collect from the buyer if the latter delays payment. If country A has a limit of 5% over EURIBOR for this type of interest rate, and country B allows for a slightly higher margin of 6%, the impact on the firms’ operating costs is likely to be very limited.

It is also natural to expect that the effect of legal disparities on operating costs will also depend on the magnitude of the differences across applicable legal systems. If the substance of the rules is only slightly different, the impact on operating costs can be anticipated to be small, and to increase in the size of such substantive differences. Using the example provided above, if one country imposes a minimum warranty of 24 months and the other of 25 months, the effect on the operating costs will be smaller than if the first has a mandatory warranty period of 1 year and the second has one of 5 years.
Thus, these disparity-based operating costs, $D$ will depend on $\delta$, a parameter that measures the elasticity of firms’ operating costs with respect to the application of different sets of legal rules, and on $d$, the distance between the substantive levels of quality established by each set of rules under which the firm is operating. At a general level, one would expect $D$ to be increasing and convex and probably on both $\delta$ and $d$.

We will assume that firms $i, j$ are symmetric in costs (ii) and (iii) but differ in the efficiency production parameter $\beta$. That is, there are no advantages across firms in verification costs – although there may be differences in costs when a given firm $i$ is the most efficient firm.

Also, in order to concentrate on the interesting case in which cross-border trade takes place, and to rule out equilibria with autarky and full separation of both markets, we assume that the most efficient firm does not prefer to stay out of the foreign market, that is, if we label $R(i)$ as the revenue from serving market $i$, the assumption will be:

$$R(a) + \beta_i q \leq R(a) + R(b) + \beta_i \bar{q}_{EU}$$

### 3.1 Equality of verification and legal diversity costs

Initially and to present our results in the simplest possible setting, we will assume that verification costs are the same for firms $i, j$ regardless of the set of applicable legal rules (that is, whether the transaction is governed by the legal rules of A, of B, or of the EU), of the authorities before which verification needs to be incurred by the firm, and also do not vary with the level of the legally required standard, $q$. Moreover, we assume that the legal diversity cost are also constant and equal to $D$, provided that the firm operates under more than one standard, i.e $\bar{q}_B \neq \bar{q}_A$, $D(\delta, d(\bar{q}_B - \bar{q}_A)) = D$. We also assume without loss of generality that $\bar{q}_B \geq \bar{q}_A$. In our graphical presentation, again without loss of generality, we normalize $\bar{q}_A$ to 0.

In such a setting, we will characterize how European Law, through an optional set of rules that firms may decide to use or not, may implement a level of quality in the requirements favouring consumers that is not below the level established by the national legal systems. We will also characterize how this European set of rules –the CESL, for instance- may also be used jointly with national rules.

The most efficient firm, if willing to serve both markets -given our assumption of invariance
of verification and legal diversity costs the less efficient firm would not be able to resist entry and keep its national market-, may decide to operate exclusively\textsuperscript{24} under the EU set of rules, or to use the national standards, or a combination of European and national.

When using the national standards, firm \( i \) will incur costs of:

\[
k + \beta_i \bar{q}_A + k + \beta_i \bar{q}_B + D(\delta, d(\bar{q}_B - \bar{q}_A))
\]

(1)

When using only the European standard its costs will be\textsuperscript{25}:

\[
k + 2\beta_i \bar{q}_{EU}
\]

(2)

This implies that there is a level of \( \bar{q}_{EU} \) (such that (1) = (2)) below which firm \( i \) will prefer to use the European set of rules rather than go for the two sets of national laws:

\[
\bar{q}_{EU}^* = \frac{\beta_i \bar{q}_A + k + \beta_i \bar{q}_B + D(\delta, d(\bar{q}_B - \bar{q}_A))}{2\beta_i}
\]

(3)

\[
\bar{q}_{EU}^* = \frac{\bar{q}_A + \bar{q}_B}{2} + \frac{k + D}{2\beta_i}
\]

(4)

Then, with any \( \bar{q}_{EU} \leq \bar{q}_{EU}^* \), firm \( i \) strictly prefers to operate in both markets on the basis of the EU standard, rather than using the national standards. Notice that depending on the values of \( k \) and \( D \) the cut-off \( \bar{q}_{EU}^* \) can be larger than both national standards or it can be located between both. Moreover, the larger are \( k \) and \( D \), the larger is the cut-off \( \bar{q}_{EU}^* \).

When the EU standard, \( \bar{q}_{EU} \), replaces both national standards we say that \( \bar{q}_{EU} \) is completely implementable. Another possibility, it is that firm \( i \) may prefer to incur the costs of legal diversity and extra verification costs and to serve one market with the low national standard and the

\textsuperscript{24}In order to clarify the effects of the EU set of rules we assume initially that, in use of the authorization provided for in art. 13 (a) of the Regulation Proposal the Member State of origin of firm \( i \) has allowed its firms and consumers to opt into the European instrument also for domestic contracts. We will later discuss the implications of the restriction –at least unless the relevant Member State decides otherwise- of the use of the CESL solely to cross-border transactions.

\textsuperscript{25}When the firm operates in all national markets under the European set of rules we consider that verification costs are incurred only once, even if two markets are actually served. The reasons are the following: (i) the ex-ante verification costs, involving learning and internal compliance and control are obviously incurred only once; (ii) even if it is true that the CESL does not have its own enforcement system, it clearly is relying ultimately on the system of EU courts to interpret and clarify whether a certain quality level complies or not with the standard, findings that national courts may not ignore or disregard. Therefore, this ex-post European verification would cover all European markets, without the need to repeat the exercise for a new national market; (iii) even for national litigation, the use of the European standard entails significant economies of scale. In any case, in the next section we will consider how verification costs may differ.
other market with the EU standard. In other words, that $\overline{q}_{EU}$ replaces only one of the national standards (the toughest of them $\overline{q}_B$). In such a case, we say that $\overline{q}_{EU}$ is partially implementable. Notice that for partial implementation, it is a necessary condition that $\overline{q}_{EU} < \overline{q}_B$.

The interesting issue is to know for what levels of $\overline{q}_{EU}$ we can obtain complete or partial implementability. If we compare the cost incurred by firms in both situations, $\overline{q}_{EU}$ will be partially implementable if the following condition is satisfied.

$$k + 2\beta_i \overline{q}_{EU} \geq k + \beta_i \overline{q}_A + k + \beta_i \overline{q}_{EU} + D(\delta, d(\overline{q}_{EU} - \overline{q}_A)) \quad (5)$$

$$\beta_i \overline{q}_{EU} \geq k + \beta_i \overline{q}_A + D$$

Condition (10) leads to a second cut-off point $\overline{q}_{EU}^{CI/PI} = \overline{q}_A + \frac{k + D}{\beta_i}$ such that if $\overline{q}_{EU} \geq \overline{q}_{EU}^{CI/PI}$, firm i prefers to use both the standard of country A and the European standard to serve consumers rather than to replace both national standards by $\overline{q}_{EU}$.

In order to characterize the standard $\overline{q}_{EU}$ for which we are going to get complete or partial implementability, we need to distinguish two cases depending on the relationship $\overline{q}_{EU}^{CI/PI}$ and $\overline{q}_B$, as shown in Figure 1. Here we present two possible level of $\overline{q}_B$ ($\overline{q}_B^L$ and $\overline{q}_B^H$) one lower and one higher than $\overline{q}_{EU}^{CI/PI}$.

[Figure 1 around here]

Notice that the function depicted in green represents the cost of using both the European and the low national standard, and that the kink in the function occurs at the level in which this cost equals the cost of operating under both national standards. The function depicted in blue represents the cost of operating solely under the European standard. Again, the kink occurs at the point in which such cost equals the cost of operating under the two national standards. Whether the relevant kink is the low or the high one depends on whether we are in front of $\overline{q}_B^L$ or $\overline{q}_B^H$.

In the first case (shown in detail in figure 2), where $\overline{q}_{EU}^{CI/PI} \geq \overline{q}_B$, it can be shown that $\overline{q}_{EU}^{CI/PI} \geq \overline{q}_{EU} \geq \overline{q}_B$ in this case, if $\overline{q}_{EU} < \overline{q}_{EU}^*$ then we obtain total implementation. A $\overline{q}_{EU}$ higher than $\overline{q}_{EU}^*$ will not be implementable, neither completely nor partially.

[Figure 2 around here]
The second case (shown in detail in figure 3), where $q_{CI/PI}^{*} < q_{B}$ implies that $q_{EU}^{*} < q_{EU} < q_{B}$. In this case, if $q_{EU} \leq q_{EU}^{*}$ then we obtain complete implementation. If $q_{EU} \in (q_{EU}^{*}, q_{B})$, it will be partially implementable. Finally, $q_{EU}$ higher than $q_{B}$ will not be implementable, neither completely nor partially.

Notice several important points resulting from these characterizations. First, that it may be perfectly rational for a firm to use a European set of rules with a level of protection higher than all existing national standards, thus contradicting the iron law of social dumping. Second, that depending on the values of the parameters, it may happen that a higher European standard may be fully implementable and entirely replace national standards whereas no lesser degree of implementation or substitution of pre-existing standards is feasible, and other lower standards may be implemented only partially, with full implementation requiring lower levels of the legal standards. Third, that partial implementation, implying the joint use of European and national standards is feasible, and in our present scenario of invariance of verification costs, in fact there is nothing that would prevent firms the offer to consumers of a choice between both standards. As long as the firm is already incurring the legal disparity costs—and it is worthwhile for it to incur them, given that the overall cost is lower than solely using the European rules— the fact that there are no extra verification costs makes offering consumer a choice no more costly for the firm. It is the added verification costs which could prevent the firm from offering a menu to consumers.

Table 1 summarizes the results from the analysis undertaken in this section on the decision by firms to opt into the optional Contract Law instrument in the simplest scenario of constant verification and legal disparity costs.

We can now turn to a brief assessment of the effects, in terms of the implementation of the optional instrument, of the rule that limits the choice of the CESL solely to cross-border transaction, thus restricting the ability of firms to use them for purely domestic contracts with local customers. As shown in Figure 4, complete implementation is obviously ruled out, which in turn influences the range of possible values of the European standard that may be—partially-
implemented. Now, when we have a low \( q_B \), only standards that are intermediate between \( q_A \) and \( q_B \) are implementable, and the possibility of European standards higher than \( q_B \) that were implementable fully is now lost. For high \( q_B \) we have the same result, and only intermediate European standards are implementable, partially, that is, together with \( q_A \).

[Figure 4 around here]

The outcome does not seem a happy one. A European standard higher than those of the existing national sets of rules is no longer implementable. Given that firms are forced to stick to their local laws for their existing national markets, it won’t be possible to have a European standard that is at the same time more protective than the current systems, and attractive enough for firms to voluntarily use in their contracts. Only intermediate standards become partially implementable, thus pushing down the level of protection that can be adopted with some possibility of success. Moreover, the restriction to cross-border trade only imposes verification costs and legal disparity costs that could be saved if firms were able to use the optional instrument in all the markets they serve, including their local market. The effects are clearly negative, showing how excessive caution in order not to raise opposition to the idea of the optional instrument may backfire by making the instrument at the same time less protective and less appealing.

3.2 Verification and legal diversity costs differ

There are many ways in which verification costs and legal diversity costs may differ. A natural starting point would be the case of verification costs increasing in the level of the standard and legal diversity costs increasing in the distance between the standards being used. Another possibility would be that costs are driven by the fact that the applicable standard is the local, the European or the foreign set of rules.

3.2.1 Verification costs increasing in the standard and legal diversity costs increasing in the distance between the used standards. Following the analysis of the previous section, we first analyze the case of total implementation with respect to using both national standards. When firm operates under the two national standards, it will incur costs of
\[ k(q_A) + \beta_i q_A + k(q_B) + \beta_i q_B + D(\delta, d(q_B - q_A)) \]  
(6)

When using only the European standard its costs will be\(^{26}\):

\[ k(q_{EU}) + 2\beta_i q_{EU} \]  
(7)

This implies that there is a level of \( q_{EU}^I \) (such that (6) = (7)) below which firm \( i \) will prefer to use the European set of rules rather than go for the two sets of national laws:

\[ \bar{q}_{EU}^I = \frac{k(q_A) + k(q_B) - k(q_{EU}) + \beta_i q_A + \beta_i q_B + D(\delta, d(q_B - q_A))}{2\beta_i} \]  
(8)

\[ \bar{q}_{EU}^I = \frac{q_A + q_B + k(q_A) + k(q_B) - k(q_{EU}) + D(\delta, d(q_B - q_A))}{2\beta_i} \]  
(9)

Then, analysis proceeds very similarly to the previous section, there is a cut-off \( \bar{q}_{EU}^I \), such that if \( q_{EU} \leq \bar{q}_{EU}^I \), firm \( i \) strictly prefers to operate in both markets on the basis of the EU standard, rather than using the two different national standards. As in the previous case, \( q_{EU}^I \), may be larger than both national standards or it can be located between both.

Now we turn to partial implementability, that is, the possibility that the firm prefers to incur the costs of legal diversity and extra verification costs and to serve one market with the low national standard and the other market with the European. Notice that for partial implementation, it is a necessary condition that \( q_{EU} < q_B \).

In a similar way to the previous characterization, we compare the cost incurred by firms in both situations, \( q_{EU} \) will be partially implementable if the following condition is satisfied.

\[ k(q_{EU}) + 2\beta_i q_{EU} \geq k(q_A) + \beta_i q_A + k(q_{EU}) + \beta_i q_{EU} + D(\delta, d(q_{EU} - q_A)) \]  
(10)

\[ \beta_i q_{EU} \geq k(q_A) + \beta_i q_A + D(\delta, d(q_{EU} - q_A)) \]  
(11)

\(^{26}\)When the firm operates in all national markets under the European set of rules we consider that verification costs are incurred only once, even if two markets are actually served. The reasons are the following: (i) the ex-ante verification costs, involving learning and internal compliance and control are obviously incurred only once; (ii) even if it is true that the CESL does not have its own enforcement system, it clearly is relying ultimately on the system of EU courts to interpret and clarify whether a certain quality level complies or not with the standard, findings that national courts may not ignore or disregard. Therefore, this ex-post European verification would cover all European markets, without the need to repeat the exercise for a new national market; (iii) even for national litigation, the use of the European standard entails significant economies of scale. In any case, in the next section we will consider how verification costs may differ, and thus substantially any concern related to this feature of the model would be covered.
Swiching the second inequality (equation(11)) to equality, we define a level of European standard such that the costs of total and partial implementation are the same. Notice, that the right hand is an increasing function of $\eta_{EU}$. We have not made any assumption regarding the curvature of such function $D(\delta, d(\eta_{EU} - \eta_{A}))$. Linear and concave specifications will result in the same qualitative outcome that we have presented in the previous section of equality of verification and legal diversity costs. However, assuming a convex specification (which looks plausible: when the distance is very large the firm may be forced to use two very different technologies) may lead to a more complex set of relationships. Naturally, this leads to two cross point as it is illustrated in Figure 5 below. The first (or lower) cross point, $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{L}$ has a very similar interpretation than $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{EU}$ in the previous section. Lower standards than $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{L}$ lead to prefer complete implementation over partial, whereas (locally) higher standards lead to prefer partial over total. However, if the standard is higher than the second cross point, $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{H}$, the preferences reverse. Lower (locally) standards than $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{H}$ lead to prefer partial implementation over complete, whereas higher standards lead to prefer total over partial.

[Figure 5 around here]

Depending on the level of $\eta_{B}$ and its location with respect to the two cross points we will get three different cases (instead of two in the previous section). When the national standard of country $B$ is low, $\eta^{M}_{B}$, then there will be complete implementation up to $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{EU}$ and no implementation for higher European standards. When the national standard of country $B$ is intermediate between the two cross points, $\eta^{M}_{B}$, then there will be complete implementation up to $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{L}$, partial implementation between $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{L}$ and $\eta^{M}_{B}$, and no implementation for higher European standards than $\eta^{M}_{B}$. When the national standard of country $B$ is larger than the higher cross point $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{H}$, $\eta^{H}_{B}$, then there will be four regions. There will be complete implementation up to $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{L}$, partial implementation between $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{L}$ and $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{H}$, total implementation between $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{H}$ and $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{EU}$ and no implementation for higher European standards than $\eta^{\text{Cl/PI}}_{EU}$. Table 2 summarizes these results.

[Table 2 around here]

### 3.2.2 Verification costs depend on operating in the local or the foreign market

In this section we consider a possible scenario in which the verification costs in the local market are
lower than European verification costs, which in turn are lower than those of operating in foreign markets, i.e. $k_A < k_{EU} < k_B$. For easy tractability, we assume that verification costs are constant but satisfying the previous inequality, and also that legal diversity costs are constant, $D(\delta, d(\bar{q}_B - \bar{q}_A)) = D$.

Mirroring the analysis in previous sections, there is a cut-off $\bar{q}_E^{D}$, such that if $\bar{q}_E \leq \bar{q}_E^{D}$, firm $i$ strictly prefers to operate in both markets on the basis of the EU standard, rather than using the two different national standards.

$$\bar{q}_E^{D} = \frac{\bar{q}_A + \bar{q}_B}{2} + \frac{k_A + k_B - k_{EU} + D}{2\beta_i}$$

And the cut-off between total and partial implementation is the same as in section 3.1, $\bar{q}_E^{CI/PI} = \bar{q}_A + \frac{k_A + D}{\beta_i}$. Very similarly as in section 3.1 the location of $\bar{q}_B$ with respect to the latter cut-off defines two cases. When the foreign market standard $\bar{q}_B$ is lower than $\bar{q}_E^{CI/PI}$, we get total implementation up to $\bar{q}_E^{D}$, and no implementation above this level. Notice that $\bar{q}_E^{D}$ is pushed up by the difference $k_B - k_{EU}$. When the standard in country $B$ is higher than $\bar{q}_E^{D}$, we obtain three regions. If European standards are lower than $\bar{q}_E^{CI/PI}$, we obtain total implementation. European standards lying between $\bar{q}_E^{CI/PI}$ and a new cut-off $\bar{q}_E^{PI/NI} = \bar{q}_B + \frac{k_B - k_{EU}}{\beta_i}$, generate partial implementation. Finally, European standard beyond $\bar{q}_E^{PI/NI}$ are not implementable. Notice that this threshold is larger than $\bar{q}_B$ (which was the maximum implementable level with constant verification costs). Figure 6 summarizes these results below.

[Figure 6 around here]

4 Implications of the Analysis

The foregoing results present several implications for the assessment of the CESL. First, that the implementation of common European contractual standards taking the form of an optional instrument allows no easy and straightforward answer. Thus, the enthusiastically optimistic and the inevitably pessimistic views are inaccurate, since implementation of CESL is complex, but is plausible for ample values of the relevant costs for the firms deciding to adopt the European rules. It is possible to predict the likelihood and mode of implementation depending on those values.

Second, and given the previous finding, that CESL, envisaged as an opt-in set of rules (art.
3 of the Regulation proposal) is indeed implementable as an optional instrument under certain general conditions. The CESL may bring advantages even beyond the social welfare gains from allowing entry of more efficient producers into foreign markets that were currently being served by less efficient firms. These advantages have been explored by us in previous work, and we do not intend to underestimate the importance of such gains. Our point here is that even if we disregard them, the optional instrument may bring other gains, in the form of welcome reductions in verification costs and in operating costs that are influenced by legal diversity, that is, by functioning under more than one set of applicable standards.

The gloomy view about the aftermath of adopting the CESL that some European legal scholars anticipate is not a theoretical prediction. Neither the social dumping view of the CESL nor the consumers’ deprivation of choice idea need happen. In fact, we had already shown that under certain conditions of entry of more efficient firms, the optimal European standards adopted as optional law may well lie above the current levels of legal protection in the Member States. Now we have shown that under certain conditions, and even when the European levels are not necessarily optimal, firms may well decide to operate -to opt-in- under a CESL with a level of consumer protection that is higher than the one they are currently facing. Savings in verification and diversity costs may induce them to do so.

As to choice, the fact that the basic decision to opt-in belongs to the firms -if a firm does not want to operate under the European rules consumers or governments cannot alter this choice- does not mean that consumers have no choice and, even less, that they will be deprived of choices they now enjoy. The CESL may well serve only -and this will be the case if no Member State makes use of the possibility granted by art. 13 (a) of the Regulation Proposal- to allow firms to serve markets they are not currently serving -and therefore allowing consumers to be served by those firms- while sticking to the local law for its home market.

Although the level of actual use of the CESL is the object of an empirical prediction, we also conjecture that complete autarky is very unlikely to be the equilibrium outcome. When one combines the efficiency gains of lower production costs by some firms, with the savings in verification and legal diversity costs, it seems that there is at least some space for firms deciding to operate under the CESL. In fact, there are precedents in the European context of optional regimes that successfully co-exist with national laws, when the European rules, even if more exacting than
many, if not all, pre-existing national ones, allow firms to save legal costs. This is the case of the "European" patent established by the European Patent Convention (EPC) of 1973. Arguably the patentability requirements under the EPC are higher than those that were in place in the various patent systems of the European countries, but this has not prevented firms from filing their applications with the European Patent Office instead of with the national patent authorities, due to the timing and cost savings brought about by concentrating examination and grant of the patent within one single European Institution.

5 Conclusions

Optional laws raise more complex issues as concerns adoption and implementation than legal rules whose application is imposed upon firms or other economic agents. In this paper we have tried to show, using a simple economic model, how an optional instrument such as CESL may be voluntarily adopted by firms, depending on the level of consumer protection embodied in it, and the resulting costs, as well as other costs for the firm that the use of the harmonized set of rules may determine. In particular, we look at the costs of verifying compliance with a given level of consumer protection, and to the costs of doing business under more than one applicable set of rules or legal diversity costs. Depending on how those cost functions will be, given the level of the relevant standards (national and/or European) implementation will be feasible or not, and, in the former case, in the form of complete implementation -firms will operate solely with the European standards- or partial implementation -firms will operate with the European standards in one market and with the national standard in the other market. We characterize how the different cost function specifications will lead to different values of European standards that are completely or partially implementable.

The simple economic analysis undertaken in the paper allows us to revisit the theoretical underpinnings of some widely shared critical views among European legal scholars about the effects of the optional instrument on Contract Law, raising doubts about the consistency of the foundations of such criticisms.
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**Figure 6**: $K_A < K_{EU} < K_B$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>$\frac{\text{EU}}{\text{EU}} \leq \frac{\text{EU}}{\text{EU}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{EU}}{\text{EU}} \leq \frac{\text{EU}}{\text{EU}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{EU}}{\text{EU}} \leq \frac{\text{EU}}{\text{EU}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complete implementation of EU Standard | Partial implementation of EU Standard | No implementation of EU Standard

| $\forall \text{qEU} \leq q^{\text{EU}}$ | Never | $\forall \text{qEU} > q^{\text{EU}}$ |
| $\forall \text{qEU} \leq q^{\text{EU}}$ | $\forall \text{qEU} \in [q^{\text{EU}}, q^{B}]$ | $\forall \text{qEU} > q^{\text{EU}}$ |

Table 1: Linear production cost and constant verification and legal diversity operation cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complete implementation of EU Standard</th>
<th>Partial implementation of EU Standard</th>
<th>No implementation of EU Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\forall \text{qEU} \leq q^{\text{EU}}$</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>$\forall \text{qEU} &gt; q^{\text{EU}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall \text{qEU} \leq q^{\text{EU}}$</td>
<td>$\forall \text{qEU} \in [q^{\text{EU}}, q^{B}]$</td>
<td>$\forall \text{qEU} &gt; q^{\text{EU}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall \text{qEU} \leq q^{\text{EU}}$</td>
<td>$\forall \text{qEU} \in [q^{\text{EU}}, q^{B}]$</td>
<td>$\forall \text{qEU} &gt; q^{\text{EU}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Convex verification and legal diversity operation costs
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